<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wk</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Topics / Cultural Notes</th>
<th>Required Reading*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1  | Wed, Aug 26 | Syllabus Quiz (Due 11:59 pm, Fri, Aug 28)  
Course Orientation  
Collecting patient information (SCHOLAR-MAC)  
Vocab: Vital Signs  
Grammar: Compound & Reflexive Verbs  
Discussion Board #1  
1st post by Friday, 11:59 pm/Response by 1 pm, Wed, Sep 2 | Course Syllabus  
OSCE Template SPAN-Rx IB  
Pt Assessment (PA) online text  
Module 1: Vital signs, p. 3-6  
See Blackboard® for assignments |
| 2  | Wed, Sep 2  | Vocab: Vital Signs & SCHOLAR-MAC (continued)  
Formulations: Syrups, Suspensions, Measurements  
Topics for Oral Presentation #1 | PA Mod:  
Module 1: Vital signs, p. 3-6  
SPP text, Ch 1, Lesson 1 Muscle Pain-p. 15-16, p. 17 (Dialogue)  
SPP Text:  
Lesson 2 (Fever) -p. 23-24, p. 25 (Dialogue)  
See Blackboard® for assignments |
| 3  | Wed, Sep 9  | Homework Quiz #2 (Due 1 pm, start of class)  
Vocab: HEENT: Focus on Head  
Grammar: Movements of Head & Eyes (Indirect Object Pronouns, prepositions)  
Mexican Independence Day (upcoming)  
Discussion Board #2  
Post by Fri, 11:59 pm/ Response by 1 pm, Wed, Sep 16 | PA Mod:  
Module 2, Part A, Head, p 7-8  
SPP:  
Chapter 8  
See Blackboard® for assignments |
| 4  | Wed, Sep 16 | Vocab HEENT: Eyes, Ear  
Formulation: Eye/ear drops/ointment  
Grammar: tener & estar/sentir(se) + symptom  
Oral Presentation #1 (Students 1-4) | PA Mod:  
Module 2, Parts B-C Eye, Ears, p. 9-14  
SPP, Ch 5, Eye drops- Lesson 1, P. 81-84  
SPP, Ch 5, Eye ointment Lesson 2, P. 85-88  
See Blackboard® for assignments |
| 5  | Wed, Sep 23 | Homework Quiz #3 (Due 1 pm, start of class)  
Vocab: HEENT: Nose/Throat  
Discussion Board #3  
Post by Fri, 11:59 pm/ Response by 1 pm, Wed, Sep 30  
Oral Presentation #1 (Students 5-8) | PA Mod:  
Module 2, Parts D&E: p. 15-20  
SPP, Ch3 – Lesson 3: Alergias (Dialogues)  
See Blackboard® for assignments |
| 6  | Wed, Sep 30 | Vocab: Lung Exam  
Formulation: Nasal Spray & Inhaler  
Oral Presentation #1 (Students 9-12) | PA Mod:  
Module 3: Part B Lungs, p. 25-27  
SPP, Ch 3, Lesson 1 & 2: Cough & Cold (Tos, respirio)  
SPP, Ch 9, Lesson 1 & 2: Nasal Spray/Inhaler  
See Blackboard® for assignments |
| 7  | Wed, Oct 7  | Vocab Exam #1-Online BB Respondus Lockdown (Wks 1-6)  
No NOTES - Tues, Oct 6 (Open 5 pm, Due by 11:59 pm)  
Online OSCE/Fish Bowl Review | See Blackboard® for assignments |
| 8  | Wed, Oct 14 | Online Fish Bowl OSCE Midterm  
Assigned 30 minute block: 12:30-5:30 pm |  |
| 9  | Wed, Oct 21 | Vocab: Cardiovascular  
Grammar: Present Perfect REGULAR (haber+past participle: -ado/-ido)  
Discussion Board #4  
Post by Fri, 11:59 pm/ Response by 1 pm, Wed, Oct 28 | PA Mod:  
Module 3, Part A Heart, p. 21-24  
See Blackboard® for assignments |
| 10 | Wed, Oct 28 | Homework Quiz #4 (Due 1 pm, start of class)  
Vocab: Cardiovascular  
Grammar: Present Perfect IRREGULAR (haber + past participle)  
Discussion Board #5  
Post by Fri, 11:59 pm/ Response by 1 pm, Wed, Nov 4 | See Blackboard® for assignments |
| 11 | Wed, Nov 4 | Vocab: Upper GI  
Grammar: ESTAR + Gerund | PA Mod Module 4, Pt A Upper Digestive p. 29-30  
Supplement: SPP Chapter 2 (Dialogues)  
See Blackboard® for assignments |
| 12 | Wed, Nov 11 | Homework Quiz #5 (Due 1 pm, start of class)  
Upper GI/Lower GI  
Grammar: ESTAR + Gerund | PA Mod - Module 4, Pt B Lower Digestive, p. 31-33  
SPP Chapter 4, SPP CH 7-Rectal - Lesson 2  
See Blackboard® for assignments |
| 13 | Wed, Nov 18 | Homework Quiz #6 (Due 1 pm, start of class)  
Lower GI | See Blackboard® for assignments |
| 14 | Wed, Nov 25 | Vocab Exam #2–Online BB Respondus Lockdown(Wks 9-13)  
No NOTES - Tues, Nov 24 (Open 5 pm, Due by 11:59 pm) | See Blackboard® for assignments |
| 15 | Wed, Dec 2 | Oral Presentations #2 (Students 1-13)  
Online OSCE/Fish Bowl Review | See Blackboard® for assignments |
| 16 | Finals Wk Dec 7-11 | Proposed: Wed, Dec 9 (12:30-5:30 p)  
Fish Bowl OSCE Final  
Assigned 30 minute block: 12:30-5:30 pm |  |